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The shaping of aesthetic forms,

the
transfer of the stylistic language or the change of styles
have been traditionally analysed in Art History by focusing
on the single artifact and the carefully curated corpus.

The Neoclassica research framework

will provide new instruments and methods for exploring
for large multimodal coropora of diverse artistic quality
and provenance from the era of Classicism
(ca.1760–1860). These tools are based on formalized
knowledge representation, statistical techniques and
domain expert curation.

The Neoclassica Ontology

formalizes domain-knowledge from History,
Art-History, Architecture, based on CIDOC-CRM.
The ontology is both research oriented and multilingual, while taking into account the diﬀerent
shape of the represented concepts in diﬀerent
languages, speciﬁcally in English, French and
German.
The concepts and terms used to describe artefacts
and their structure are based on period sources
such as drawing, model and pattern books as well
as treatises reﬂecting the conceptual control over
the production of artefacts.

The Automated Object
Classiﬁcation

is data-driven in the sense that it employs Deep
Learning and Distributed Semantics algorithms
for knowledge extraction and classiﬁcation from
images and text corpora. We apply a Deep Learning algorithm for classifying features in digital
images of classical artefacts like furniture, works
of applied art and architecture.
Knowledge discovery in text corpora is distinguished into Named Entity and Relationship extraction mechanisms, complemented with a schema
agnostic natural language query interface.

Data Ingestion & Curation

Eventually the data will be provided by partners
from the GLAM. For the purpose of building and
testing the system we compile an open corpus
from public domain provided by either memory
institutions (e.g. the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Rijksmuseum and others) and digitized period
sources such as pattern books.
We also have a partnership with the Dessau-Wörlitz UNESCO World Heritage Site to acquire funding for a digitization of interiors and furnishings.
The digitized corpus will be annotated with a specially developed semantic annotation tool according to the ontology and used for training the automated object and feature classiﬁcation.

